
BERRYVILLE, Ar. - The International Defensive Pistol Association (IDPA) announced 

that Atlanta Arms  who is the ammunition of choice for many of the military, law 

enforcement, and professional shooters, has signed on with IDPA as the newest Platinum 

Corporate Sponsor. 

 

"By becoming a corporate sponsor, Atlanta Arms has partnered with IDPA to help expand an 

important segment of the broader shooting community. Our goal at IDPA is to reach out to 

new and existing gun owners to encourage them to not only own guns, but to get out and 

shoot them in a safe, fun and challenging environment," said Robert Ray, membership and 

marketing director for the International Defensive Pistol Assn. 

 

“Atlanta Arms is excited to sponsor IDPA where shooters get to compete in 

simulated, real-life, self-defense scenarios. We are proud to support IDPA and 

competition shooting sports.” said Chris Davis, Marketing Director 

Atlanta arms joins, the National Shooting Sports Foundation, Smith & Wesson and Wilson 

Combat as a corporate sponsor of IDPA providing major financial support for the 

organization. 

 

Noting that more than 6 in 10 IDPA survey respondents indicated that they reload 

ammunition, primarily for handgun and rifle, Ray added, "Reloading is a major activity 

among IDPA members who invest a great deal annually on their equipment and shooting 

supplies. Now those reloading can turn to Atlanta Arms and support a company that 

supports their sport." 

 

For more information on IDPA, or to join the more than 25,000 members competing each 

week all across America, visit www.IDPA.com. 

 

You can further connect with the IDPA community through IDPA's social media, such 

as @OfficialIDPA on Twitter and ShootIDPA on Facebook, Instagram.  

For more information on Atlanta Arms please visit https://atlantaarms.com/ 

About Atlanta Arms: 

Atlanta Arms is the premier source for both remanufactured and match ammunition. All remanufactured 
ammunition undergoes extensive cleaning, full length sizing, and chamber checking, to meet factory specifications. 
Our match line of ammunition continues to be the standard for the Army Marksmanship Unit and other 
professional shooting teams alike. Both the remanufactured and match ammunition are loaded using the highest 
quality components made specifically to meet our specifications. 
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